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VISION STATEMENT:
To form a powerful chapter, general members and board members need to have

knowledge of what is happening at all times. Along with chapters having consistent
board meetings, each of the Nassau N’siot will be encouraged to receive feedback from
chapter members. Since these are the people that are experiencing each event, their
feedback is crucial to ensuring attendance and interaction at future events. If we are still
in a mostly virtual or hybrid setting, there will be a large emphasis on chapter events,
since it will be difficult to get the whole region together. Virtual programming is very
different from our usual programming, therefore every chapter needs to strengthen their
core. I will encourage each chapter to implement chairs and use them as needed,
update their constitution if necessary, and hold at least one business meeting next year.
I will make sure chapters are creating a positive and welcoming environment for each
and every member through the use of Big/Little. BBGs from different chapters
throughout the region will be included in each family. This will be a great opportunity for
chapters to increase their regional involvement and host inter-chapter events. In
addition, I will work towards creating powerful chapters throughout Nassau that will
better their members, and our region

TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF. WHY ARE YOU RUNNING FOR THIS POSITION?
WHAT MAKES YOU A STRONG LEADER? WHAT WILL YOU CONTRIBUTE TO

NSR’S SUCCESS NEXT TERM?
After being elected as Citadel’s N’siah, my main goal was to ensure that each

member felt comfortable to be able to speak openly, depend on one another,  and to
leave the chapter stronger than before. I am proud to say that I have built Citadel from
the ground up, and turned our weaknesses into strengths. We previously lacked a
connection to the region and order, but this is beginning to be something we excel in.
Seeing our numbers and engagement grow while creating more intriguing programs
was so rewarding. If I am elected to serve as S’ganit Nassau, my main goal is to help
other Nassau N’siot have this same experience. After serving on chapter board for two
years, I feel as though I can act as a helpful resource to all of my counterparts and
effectively work alongside others. During this next term, I will ensure that BBYO is a top
priority, just like it has been in the past. By devoting time attention to each of our
Nassau chapters, I will provide the necessary support and assistance that each chapter
needs to succeed in this upcoming term and increase the interconnectivity of the region.
I am confident that together, we can provide chapters with the resources necessary to
thrive and strengthen our region.


